Pre-owned vehicle inspection card:
1st Vehicle $59.95
2nd Vehicle $44.95
Date used:
Date used:
3rd Vehicle $29.95
4th Vehicle Free
Date used:
Date used:
•

Plus shop supplies and tax

•

Valid for 45 days from 1st inspection

Things to check before choosing and bringing in a vehicle for a thorough inspection:








Check www.nada.com and other sources to see what other like vehicles are selling for. Is the
asking price within the estimated value?
Complete a walk around of the vehicle. Is there any damage?
 Are the headlights lenses faded?
 Do the tires have good tread all the way across?
 Are the sidewalls on the tires cracking?
Under the hood remove oil fill cap and shine a flashlight inside the engine, is the metal clean
and golden or black and sludgy? Is the oil level full?
 If there is a transmission dipstick pull and see if the fluid is nice and bright red or dark and
burnt? (If present this is generally a red handle)
Look under the car. Do you see any drips or excessive wet spots anywhere?
On road test check radio and shut it off. Now do you hear any abnormal noises? Check at
different speeds.
 Are there any warning lights on?
 Do the brakes shudder or squeak when applied?
 Does the transmission shift smoothly?
 Push all the buttons to include any in the rear of vehicle, do they all work?
 Does the cruise control work?
 Does the air conditioning and heater work? Does it work on all settings and speeds? Any
abnormal noises?

Call Extreme Auto Service if anything seems questionable to determine if it is worth bringing in for our
detailed inspection including computer system scan.

707 North 1000 West #5 Centerville 84014
801-296-8630
The above items that you can check are included in our inspection process as well.

